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Growing Clash of IOCs and Big Service Companies 
Posted on May 2, 2010 | By Lane Sloan 
 
It’s May and the 2010 Offshore Technology Conference begins again generally bringing 
around 50,000 people together in Houston. Equipment providers, service companies, 
operators, and people just interested in energy will mingle and promote their 
capabilities to each other much like they did back in 1969 when the OTC first launched. 
But in those early days the so called seven sisters, now typically referred to as IOCs 
(International Oil Companies), were dominant and catered to by the trade exhibitors. 
 
The offshore was the new horizon that fit the business model of the IOCs. People in the 
industry won’t generally use my more academic description, but they were solution 
providers. It was a one stop shop to develop the oil resource– in that these big 
operating companies brought the skilled people, the technology, the operational know-
how, the management systems, and foremost the money. Moreover, these companies 
provided the integrated midstream and downstream capabilities to take the oil to 
market. That was very convenient, particularly for developing countries, to harvest their 
natural resources with a share of the revenue. The business model has not really 
changed for the IOCs over this forty year period. 
 
The dominance of the IOCs, flying the corporate flags of the United States and Europe, 
has waned dramatically. While their CEOs still get beat up in front of Congress 
whenever oil prices rise significantly, we all know their share of the oil reserves are in 
the single digits and they have little impact on pricing. National Oil Companies (NOCs) 
rose up to capture the oil margin from the last up-cycle that was ignited by the Arab oil 
embargo of 1973. With the down-cycle of 1986 through 2002, the lower prices 
reinvigorated the IOCs solutions model particularly for the more challenging prospects 
in the NOCs domain. The IOCs competition in this latest up-turn has come from 
a different type of NOC –big energy consuming countries like China, whose thirst for oil 
has become unquenchable as the fuel for its economic growth. Petro-China and CNOOC 
have become formidable competitors offering an extended version of the traditional IOC 
solutions model as they also provide packages to help developing countries beyond the 
oil patch. 
 
There is a new big gun in town prominently displaying their wares at the OTC, the Big 
Service Companies (BSCs). They have emerged from the evolving dynamics of the 
changing energy landscape. To do battle, these guys are bulking up to have the total 
suite of technical offerings. Sclumberger is acquiring Smith International, Baker Hughes 
has passed its federal hurdles to buy B J Services, and Halliburton went out of its way 
in its 1st quarter press release to talk of some smaller acquisitions. Of course, these 
BSCs have the IOCs as major customers, but they also target everyone else wanting to 
explore and develop hydrocarbons. 
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What will trigger this growing clash is the anticipated high price environment for oil 
driven by the increasing demand from the big developing countries. Resource countries 
will want to figure ways to capture more of the margin in this higher price environment, 
which in and of itself enhances their ability to finance these mega projects. The big 
question will be why do we need these IOC intermediaries when the full range of 
technology solutions can be purchased direct from the BSCs? BSCs are becoming a new 
type of one stop shop. It will be interesting to see how countries like Iraq think through 
their options on how to best develop their oil resources. It will also be interesting to see 
the new offerings coming from these BSCs in terms of packaged solutions. 
 
Now since the BSCs are also suppliers to the IOCs, in my opinion there is likely to be a 
growing clash between the two. IOCs will ask the BSCS, “What are you doing 
competing with my big potential customers? You do want to do business with me don’t 
you?” The direction for the BSCs seems clear and makes perfect sense. It will be more 
challenging for the IOCs as their business model will need to transform in this 21st 
century. One of the options is outlined in my World Energy Magazine article Next-
Generation IOC: The International Energy Company (Vol. 11, No. 1 2008) co-authored 
with Chris Ross. This would be a major transformation from the traditional resource 
company model of the IOCs. There are more subtle choices for the IOCs such as 
backward integrating into the BSCs’ offerings but this has risks. Strategic alliances may 
well emerge, yet they blur the fundamental business models of IOCs and BSCs. It will 
be fun to watch these dynamics over the coming years. As you meander around the 
OTC this coming week, see what you can pick up on these changing competitive 
dynamics. 
 


